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Abstract 
R. DeMarr had a conjectur : ifaη ordered linear space X isorder isomorphic to iおorderdual X'， then X 
beαmes a real Hilbert s仰cewith an inner product which is com)加tiblewith the order. And， inhis paper， he 
proved the conjecture under an assumption. 1n this note， we prove the conjecture under a simple assumption 
which is問 uivalentto DeMarr's assumption 
The conjecture of R. DeMarr is the following 
If aρartially ordered linear space X is order isomorphic to its order dual X'， then it is 
ρossible to defzηe an znnerρroduct C・，・ Jon X x X in such a way that X becomes a real Hilbert 
space with this inner product. Furthermore， the innerρroduct can be defined so that it has the 
following properties : 
(a) 1 XεXandxと 0，then CX，・Jis aρositive linearルnctionalon X， 
(b) if fεX' andf ミ 0， then there exists xεXμith x 主 o such that Cx， ・〕ニ lイ
Let T be the order isomorphism of X and X'， namely T is a positive linear transforma 
tion of X onto X' and the inverse T-j of T exists. DeMarr showed in his paper that X is 
Dedekind complete， i.e.， for a down-directed set E of positive elements in X， inf E exists. 
Furthermore， he proved his conjecture under the assumption : 
(ゆ (x，乃)二O本) whenever xn y = 0 and仰 εX.
In this note， although we can not to be prove that the conjecture is true or not， we shall 
consider the another assumption to be equivalent to (D)， because we are thinking to give 
something to get a grip of whether the conjecture is true or no仁
Let X be a Dedekind complete vector lattice and X' be its order dual， i.e.， the totality of 
positive linear functionals on X， in this nQte 
A subset M of X is said to be a normal manifold， iffor each x E X， there exist two elements 
Xj and X2 such that 
(:!t) X=Xj十X2，XjεM and X2EMよ
where Mj_ニ 1y y isorthogonal to every element in M f and M上 iscalled the orthognal 
complement of M. 
When M is a normal manifold， the above decomposition (:!t) for each XεX is uniquely 
determined. Therefore， a normal manifold M defines a projection operator CMJ of X on' M 
by CMJ X=Xj. Specially， for an element ρin X， iflpfよよ is a normal manifold， then the 
projection operator C 1ρ!よ斗 Jis called the projector and denoted by CρJ . In the Dedekind 
complete vector lattice X， each elementρin X defines always a projectorCρJand it is known 
in C2J that CρJ has the property : CρJX=sup lnlρI n x} for each posi ti ve element X in X. 
本) Tym巴ansan element in X' corresponding to an elem巴nty inX and (x， Ty) means the valu巴ofTy at x. 
( 191) 
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The detailed properties on projectio口 operatorand the projector are found in Nakano (2 ; 
IH~ ~6J 
The aim of this note is to prove the following theorem. 
Theorem. Let X be a Dedekind comPlete vector lattice and X' be its order dual. 11 there 
eXZsts an order isomorphism T Irom X onto X' such that 
(H) (x， Tx)ヰ olor every non-zero element x in X， 
then X becomes a r，ωl Hilbert space with an innerρroduct (・，・ Jon X x X having the above 
mentionedρroρerties (a) and (b) 
If it is proved that (H) implies (D)， our theorem comes to be true by DeMarr's result. 
However， we shall give another proof 
Let A be an index set. For a set {aλ}(λεA) in X， we make use of the notation aλ↑λεA 
if for aロyindicesλ，μモAthere exists an index νεAsuch that aλ壬avandaμ孟av，and if 
sup a，¥ =二aexists， then we write aλ↑Aεi¥ a. Similary， we make use of the notation aλ↓A E 1¥ 
and aλ↓A巴}¥a
Lemma 1. T isorder continuous， i.e.，ずの↓ Aεi¥a in X， then Taλ↓Aε i¥ Ta in X' 
Proof. This is evident from the fact that T is the order isomorphism of X onto X'. 
For xιX，we define x+=xUO， x-=(-x)UO and 1 x 1二 X十十x-so that x=x+ -x-
holds. Then， we can easily see that for each xεX， we have 1 Tx 1 = T 1 x 1 inX' 
Now， for each x in X， we denote by N (x) the totali ty of elements y in X for which (1 x 1 ' 
T 1 y 1 )ニohold We can see that N (x) is a normal manifold as follows. Obviously， N (x) 
posses the property that y E N (x) and 1 z 1豆 y 1 implies z E N (x). Namely， N (x) is a semi-
normal manifold in Nakano (2J . Furthermore， ifaλ εN(x)， a，¥ ↑ ，¥Ei¥ a and a 主 0， then by 
Lemma 1 we have sup {( 1 x 1 ， Taλ) ;入εAfニ(1 x 1， T，α) and consequently ( 1 x 1 ， Ta)二 O
so that we have aεN(x)ーTherefore，N (x) is a normal manifold by Nakano's theorem (2， 
Theorem 4.9J . 
Lemma 2. 1 X satislies the assumption (H)， then it lollows that N(a)ょ.N (b)上二 {O¥ 
whenever 0壬a，bεXand a什b=O.
Proof. Putting N (α)= UX';(a，l/l)二 0:and N (b ) = l!εX'; (b， 1 I1 )=01 ， we get 
向(α)ニ{Tx;xεN(σ)¥ and N(b)ニ {Tx;χεN(b)1bylTxl = Tlxl. Fora町 positivelinear 
funti onal h on X， we can make two posi ti ve linear functionals h1 = h (bJ and ん=h(α〕ニ
h({α}ムJ[{b}.LJ叫)Then， itfollows that (x，h1)十(x，h2)=((bJx十〔αJx十 (1-(bJ )x，h) lor 
every x in X， because a n b = 0 implies (αJ (bJ =0. And hence we have h二九十h2 in X' 
Furthermore， since (a，h1)二((bJa，h)二 oand (b，h2)ニ((αJ b，h)十( {a¥.L J ( {blム Jb，h)二
0， we haveh1εN(α) and h2εN(b). By this fact， for any positive element z in X， the positive 
linear functional hニ Tzis represented such that hニム十h2 where 0壬h1εN(α)，0壬んεN(b) 
and consequently we have z二 ZI十 Z2where 0壬2，二T-1h，εN(α)andlO豆 Z2=T-'h2εN(b). If 
a positive element 2 is belong to the intersection N (α)上.N (b ).L， then， z isorthogonal to both 
z， and 22 by the definition of the orthogonal complement so that z is orthogonal，to z and 
料)For a lin巴arfunctional I on X and a proj巴ctlOnop巴rator[M) . I[M) means a linear functional such that 
(x， I (M) )=( [M)x，ρfor every x in X 
(192) 
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hence we get z = O. Since N (α)j_ and N (b)ム aresemi-normal manifolds， the intersection 
N (α)j_ . N (b)よ isalso a semi-normal manifold. Therefore， for any x in N (α)ム.N (b)j_ the 
absolute I x I isalso belo時 toN (a)ム・ N(b)ムsothat by the above mentioned fact， we have 
x=O. This is complete the proof of the lemma. 
Lemma 3. 1 X satis.βes (H)， then lor every orthogonal elemenおx，y in X we have (x，η)二
O. 
Proof. Let x and y be positive elements and be mutually orthogonal. If (x， Ty)ヰ 0，then 
puttmg ylニ CN(x)Jy and Y2=CN (x)ム)y，y2 is belong to N (x)j_ and y2 > 0 by the definition 
of N (x). On the other hand， we have N (x)j_cN (y)上ムニN(y) from the result N(χ)ム・ N(y)ム士
10: in Lemma 2. Therefore， we have y2εN(x)上CN(y) which contradicts to (H)， because 0 ~ 
(y2， TY2)豆 (y，TY2) = 0 and 0 < y2・Thus，we get (x， Ty)ニofor positive orthogonal elements 
x，y in X. For any orthogonal elements広yin X， we obtain ( I xI ，T I y I )=0 so th丘tthe values 
(x+， Ty+)，(x，η一)， (x-， Ty+) and (x-， η) are al zero by the positivity of T. Consequently， we 
get the disired result (x， Ty) = 0 by the lineari ty of T 
In the following， we shall give a proof of the th七oremas aforesaid. 
We define a functional C . ，・ Jon XXX as 
Cx，yJ =( (x，Ty)十(y，Tx))/2 for x，yεX 
We can see first that the Schwarz's inequality 
(1) Cx，yJ2 ~五 CX， xJ Cy，yJ 
is satisfies. If X is 0江edimentional， then the equality holds in (1). Therefore， let X be at least 
two dimentional. It is enough to prove for linearly independent x， y in X. Since x十Ay"* 0 for 
every real λ， by (H)， we have (x+Ay， T(x十Ay))"* O. Now， by a simple caluculation， itfollows 
that (x十Ay，T(χ十λy))= Cx， XJ2十2ACx， yJ + Cy， yJ2 and it holds a definite sign for λ. 
Consequently. we have Cx， yJ2ー Cx，xJ CY， yJ< 0， because Cx， xJ and Cy， yJare both孔on-zero
by (日).Thus. the Schwarz's inequarity is proved. 
Let x be a non-zero element in X. Taking a posi ti ve element y in X such that x， y are 
linearly independent， the above ineqality Cx， yJ 2 < Cx， xJ Cy， yJ and 0 < Cy， yJ yield 0 < Cx， 
xJ . Namely， we have 
(2) Cx， xJ > 0 for every 0ヰ xεX.
The following properties (3) and (4) are evident from the definition of C・，・ J. 
(3) Cx， yJ Cy，.xJ for every x， yεX 
(4) C・，・ Jis a bilinear form on xxX. 
Therefore， C . ，・ Jdefinesan inner product on XXX and hence X becomes a preHilbert 
space 
By Lemma 3， itfollows that for any xεX， (x+， Tx-)二 (x-，Tx+)ニoso that (x， Tx)=(1 x I 
， T I x I ).Therefore， we have 
(5) Cχ，xJ = C I xI ， I x I J for each xεx 
and the norm Ilxlニ Cx，χJ)1 has the property 
(6) Ilxlニ 1Ixl 1 for each x X. 
By this fact， X becomes a normed lattice in the sense of Nakano C2J 目
Lemma 4. Each element 1 in the order dual X' is a norm bounded linear lunctional on X 
(193) 
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Proof. Let f be a positive linear functional. Putting u= T-l /， u is a positive element in 
X. Then， by (1)， we have 1 (x， f)1 ニ 1(x， Tu) 1孟(1 x 1， Tu)壬[1 x 1 ' uJ壬Ilxllul for every 
x in X. This shows tnat f is日ormbounded. For a口yf in X'， the norm boundedness of f is
evident， si日cef isalways represented as difference of two positive elements j+ and f-， i.e.， 
f二 j+ー/一 inX'. (Cf. see [3， p.27J ) 
Lemma 5. The space X is comρlete with respect to the norm induced by the innerρro-
duct [・， . J 
Proof. First， we shall show that the norm is continuous， i.e.， anξX(η=0，1，…) and an↓O 
implies lim 1 anlニO.Under the assumption， we have， by Lemma 1， inf l(al， Tan) nニl，
2，…1 =0 and 0豆 (an，Tan)壬 (al，Tan) for every n. Therefore， we have 1日mπmlいG向nl
def白I凹mtlOr口1of the no釘rm.Next， we shall show that the norm is monotone complete， i.e.， if0 三
an↑， anεXand sup llanl ; n二 0，1，.1<十∞， then there exists an element aεXsuch that 
an I a. For each positive element x in X， l(x， Tan) 1 is a non-decreasing and bounded， 
because 0孟(x，Tan)豆[x，anJ豆(lIxllllanl)1!2<十∞ by(1). Therefore， there exists the limit (x， 
刀suchthat lim (x， Tan)=(x， f). For any x in X， putting (x，刀=(x十，f)-(x-， f) we get a 
positive linear functional f on X by Nakano[2， Theorem 18.2]. If we put u= T-1 /， we have 
an 三五 u for every n and hence there exists an element a in X such that an ↑ a since X is 
Dedekind complete. Thus， the norm is complete by Nakano's theorem [2， Theorem 30. 17J 
on the normed lattice. 
We have shown that X is the Hilbert space with the inner product [ . ，・ J.Finally， we 
shall show that the inner product [・，・ Jsatisfies the properties (a) and (b). The property 
(a) is shown from the definition of [・，・ J. Let fと obe an element in X'. Since f isnorm 
bounded by Lemma 4， there exists an element a in X such that (x， f) = [a， xJfor every x in 
X by the Riesz's representation theorem. From the positivity of f， we have 0豆[a，xJ=[a+， 
xJ -[a-， xJ for every positive x in X and hence 0 三五 [a-， a一〕 三 [a+ α J =0 by Lemma 
3. Thus， itfollows that a-=O from (2) and hence a二 a+ミO.This shows that the property (b) 
is satisfied. The proof of the theor百 nis completed. 
(R巴civedMay. 20， 1977) 
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